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Minutes of the ENA General Assembly Meeting held on 25th (18:00-20:00) and 26th 
(08:00-11:50) of June 2017 at Hotel Scandic Rosendahl – Tampere (Finland). 

 
Present:  
Both sessions: Jyri Uimonen (TP - Finland), Maurizio Lapponi (ANVE - Italy), Arttu Haverinen (TP - Finland), 
Henk Raaijmakers (LTO - Netherlands), Jan Veltmans (LTO - Netherlands), Patrick Svensson (LRF-T - 
Sweden), Maja Persson (LRF-T - Sweden), Stanislav Dontsov (UPIA - Ukraine), Albano Moreira da Silva 
(APPP-FN - Portugal), Sinkó Zoltan (HNA- Hungary), Luigi Pagliani (ANVE - Italy), Henning Roed (DP - 
Denmark), Tomi Tehvonen (TP - Finland), David Brown (HTA - United Kingdom), Markus Guhl (BdB - 
Germany), Jaume Riera (FEPEX - Spain), Olav Folkvord (NGF - Norway), Grzegorz Falkowski (ZSzP - Poland), 
Mateusz Milczyński (ZSzP - Poland), Tatyana Boyadzhieva (BAOPN - Bulgaria), Harm Horlings (ANTHOS - 
Netherlands, Certifications and Labels WG Chairman), Marc Van Hulle (AVBS - Belgium, Legislation WG 
Chairman), Willy De Nolf (AVBS - Belgium - Treasurer), Jan-Dieter Bruns (BdB – Germany – ENA Vice-
President), Tim Edwards (United Kingdom – ENA President) and Josep M. Pagès (ENA Secretary General 
-SG in the text-). 
Only on the 25th: Gunilla Holmberg (TP - Finland) 
Only on the 26th: Miet Poppe (AVBS - Belgium), Alex Venglousky (UPIA - Ukraine) 
 
1. President’s Welcome. 

President Tim Edwards opened the meeting welcoming all the attendants and thanking Jyri Uimonen 
(FI) for the organisation of the summer meeting.  
 
Jyri Uimonen (FI), welcomed the delegates to Finland on behalf of his organisation, Taimistoviljelijät 
Planskoleodlarna ry, the Finish Nurserymen’s Association. 
 
President Tim Edwards explained that much work had been done during the last 12 months through 
the Working Group structure and that we could achieve more if we ensure that each WG has clear 
terms of reference, a Chairman and specific objectives. We must also aim for greater engagement 
from delegates in the future. 
 

2. Apologies for absence. 
Leon Smet (NL), Caroline Föllmi (CH), Elaine M. Farrell (IE), Val Farrell (IE), Emmanuelle Bougault (FR), 
Jean-Marc Vasse (FR), Boyana Vasileva (BG), Maxime Malard (FR) and Laurent Chatelain (FR), had sent 
apologies. The former delegate Nele Lauwers (BE) sent her regards to all.  

 
3. Agreement of the Agenda. 

The agenda was adopted.  
 
4. Minutes: approval of the minutes of the previous GA meeting held on 26th January 2017. 

The minutes of the last General Assembly were approved and agreed as a true and accurate record. 
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5. Matters arising from the minutes not included on the agenda. 
Harm Horlings (NL) asked if the European nurseries statistics update (item 6 in the agenda) had been 
corrected or validated. SG informed that it was revised and the information sent out to all members. 
He also asked for discussion on how, in the future ENA might achieve more, President Tim Edwards 
proposed to discuss this in the AOB. 

 
6. Short financial update. 

SG informed the GA of those members from whom fees for 2017 had been received. It was agreed to 
remind the pending countries to pay the membership fee 2017 as soon as possible.  
 
President Tim Edwards recapped that ENA is an NPO and explained that it has become apparent that 
ENA should add 2 further signatures to the 2 provided for in our statutes. Given that registering the 
statute modifications has a cost, he proposed, and it was agreed, to include this modification in the 
next summer GA meeting, when new office holders will also need registering.  
 
ACTION:  
- To send a reminder to the organisations that have not paid the current membership fee.  
- To prepare a draft of the modification of the statutes to be voted in the next summer GA meeting 

(ENA officers) 
 

7. Internal ENA policy on participating in external events and endorsing activities. 
SG and the President explained the need for having an internal policy to deal with invitations to 
participate in events such as forums, symposia, meetings, etc. or the proposals to sponsor or endorse 
them. The principles to agree on, as approved in the ENA secretaries meeting, were: 
- The application for participation or endorsement will be submitted to ENA in writing in a timely 

fashion. 
- The participation or endorsement must be approved by the ENA board of officers.  
- ENA has no obligation to participate and the decision to do so will depend on the availability of an 

appropriate person. 
- In principle, all travelling and accommodation costs will be met by the inviting organisation, except 

when the ENA board of officers considers it an event of general interest for ENA or when other 
reasons justify any costs that must be met by ENA. 

- Endorsement will have not cost for ENA.  
- Ideally, participation or endorsement in events will be planned and will be given with the intention 

of achieving an objective that has been discussed and has the support of ENA’s General Assembly, 
rather than being impulsive, ad-hoc and in reaction to an unforeseen opportunity 

- If the invitation doesn’t come from the ENA member in the country, the ENA member organisation 
will be consulted before deciding. 

Stanislav Dontsov (UA) proposed to add: “if the President or ENA officers cannot personally attend an 
event, they may delegate an experienced ENA delegate”. With this addition, the policy was agreed on. 
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ACTION: 
- To include in the ENA domestic rules the internal policy on participating in external events and 

endorsing activities (SG). 
 
8. Promotion Working Group: “Green City” proposal. 

SG informed the meeting that Leon Smet, the Chairman of the Promotion WG, couldn’t come to this 
meeting, but that he did a great job coordinating the promotion “Green Cities for Europe” proposal 
with seven participating countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, Germany, Denmark, France, United Kingdom 
and the Netherlands). All ENA members had been invited, although those from outside the EU could 
not participate due to the rules of the promotion program. The draft application was reviewed by an 
expert that works also for CHAFEA (EU office in charge of the promotion of agricultural products). The 
proposal has a more unified and more European approach, including a European award for the final 
year of the period 2018-2020, investing a total of 2,1 million €, out of which around 1,7 M€ (80%) 
should come from the EC. After evaluation by CHAFEA, the approval or rejection of the application 
should be known in late September.  
 
Marc Van Hulle (BE) asked if the chances were high and about the organisation of the finances. SG 
replied that the project is much better than the previous one but the chances are unknown because 
it also depends on the quantity and quality of the other proposals competing for the same grant. 
President Tim Edwards thanked Marc Van Hulle for organising the meeting held in June with AVBS 
(our Belgian member organisation who voluntarily manage official ENA paperwork) and he added that 
after approval, we’ll have four months to organise it. He also added that managing costs were included 
in the proposal. Harm Horlings (NL) stated that the Chairman of the WG should have his own partial 
budget and SG pointed out that there is a budget for the management and from that, we may assign 
a share for him. 

 
9. Environmental and sustainable certifications and labels. 

Harm Horlings, Certifications and Labels WG Chairman, recapped that at the GA meeting in Essen we 
had a proposal to work together with FTFP (Fair Trees Fair Plants), but that organisation stopped. In 
his opinion, there is still an opportunity to have an umbrella certificate and he explained that 2 weeks 
ago the Netherlands started the Planet Proof system, although he didn’t have the information for this 
meeting. He added that ENA members should identify which countries would be interested in having 
a European label before proceeding further. If there is interest, he will invest time in it and prepare a 
new proposal for the next GA.  
Good discussion took place on the issue and it was agreed that each Member would be asked for their 
position and only if there is consensus will the matter be taken forward.  
ACTION:  
- To draft a document asking ENA members position (President and WG Chairman) 
- To reply with each country position (ALL ENA members) 
- To prepare a proposal for the next GA (WG Chairman) 
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10. BREXIT. 
President Tim Edwards asked David Brown (UK) to introduce this issue. David Brown (UK) said that the 
process should conclude in March 2019 but that now, it’s too early to know how the discussion will 
evolve in general. Regarding the nursery stock sector, they have already some concerns: plant health, 
a number of issues that require immediate action, like imports from other member states, imports 
from other countries that EU has a free trade agreement with, exports, plant varieties protection and 
a number of committees are following those issues. He also explained that there will be a repeal bill: 
all existing EU legislation will be copied across into domestic UK law to ensure a smooth transition on 
the day after Brexit, although modified later. Tim Edwards asked about the transitional arrangements, 
but those are also unknown.  
 
Tim Edwards reminded that UK is not producing enough plants for its internal market and they will 
need to continue importing plants from the EU; their government was also informed about this. There 
is no appetite in the UK for EU supply being substituted by plants from other continents, for plant 
health reasons. He thinks the UK will likely have very similar legislation to the EU. David Brown (UK) 
added that their authorities won’t want to change everything and that some rules might remain similar 
to those of the EU. He also warned that the new EU Plant Health Regulation probably won’t be in force 
in the UK because they will have left on March 2019. 
 
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) added that it’s a protectionism issue, like the Dobbies’ campaign. Tim Edwards 
replied that many agricultural products might come from cheaper countries, but he argued that 
Dobbies or Wyevale won’t end buying only British. It’s also difficult to identify what is British, i.e. what 
if the young plant comes from abroad? UK imports 50% of their plants and it’s an opportunity for the 
British growers but it won’t happen suddenly that British nurseries double their production. 
 
Marc Van Hulle argued that trade depends largely on quality, service and currency exchange.  
Tim Edwards (UK) pointed out that now is not legal to identify the origin of a product (with the Union 
Jack, for example), and, although it will be legal after Brexit, there will be a big discussion in the UK to 
define what is British. David Brown warned that it is also about sentiments and he suggested, as 
industry, to work together. Jan-Dieter Bruns (DE) advised that this discussion should be fair and that 
it may be reproduced in other countries.  
 
Olav Folkvord (NO) explained that in practise they have an association agreement with the EU and 
they have no taxes, although they have some regulations on imports of fruits and vegetables with 
some taxes. Their government periodically has negotiations on products for the import taxes, for each 
product. They have their own regulations for plant health and they are stricter than the EU if 
necessary, closing the border to avoid some risks, like fire blight. 
 
Harm Horlings (NL) suggested to talk at the next meeting to decide what is a free market if we have 
situations like “iPlanta” in Sweden, the new proposal in Belgium to promote Belgian plants, or the 
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French strong campaign to promote French plants. “What is free market, where are we going to?” he 
concluded.  
 

11. The European Green City Year 2020 concept (with ELCA’s vice-president Mr Henrik Bos) 
Mr Henrik Bos, from Tampere, who manages one of the biggest Finish Landscape companies and also 
has a nursery now, made a presentation on the idea of asking the EU for an official Green City Year in 
2020. The idea started and has been tried successfully in Finland.  
 
ELCA, with their Brussels office, is lobbying the EU. They offer a platform and sharing information to 
countries involved in Green City activities. The main idea is to gather and share information in Europe 
such, as Tampere University’s database of benefits of plants on human health.  
 
David Brown (UK) explained that 2020 will be the Plant Health Year too, and he suggested to combine 
both together.  
 
Mr Henrik Bos (ELCA) pointed out that they don’t need a budget, they are just trying to have some 
funding from several sources to cover the small budget. They expect to have some news this summer 
because it must be officially announced in 2018. 
Jan Veltmans (NL) offered to lobby their political contacts and Harm Horlings (NL) also offered to share 
the Dutch information. Tatyana Boyadzhieva (BG) offered to influence their ministry as Bulgaria will 
have the EU presidency next year. 
Finally, the General Assembly agreed on supporting the idea. 
 
ACTION: 
- To write to ENA members asking for their support (President, SG). 
- To offer ELCA that we can poll our membership to coordinate with ELCA what ENA and our 

members are doing, and to offer the cooperation of the “Green Cities for Europe” promotion 
proposal, if it succeeds.  

- To put ELCA and the Bulgarian association in touch.  
- To send out the ELCA presentation to all ENA members. 

 
Jyri Uimonen (FI) introduced the Finish members that were present in the room and the President 
adjourned the meeting until the next day.  
 
12. EU Legislation Working Group: 

Marc Van Hulle, chairman, explained that the WG had been working hard and he introduced the CN 
codes issue, informing that information from 2016 couldn’t be compared to previous years.  
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a. Combined Nomenclature Codes: balance of the first year using new CN codes. 
SG made a short demonstration of the information available online at the Eurostat sites: 
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/international-trade-in-goods/data/database 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/newxtweb/mainxtnet.do 

 
Marc Van Hulle suggested to have it in graphics for better visualization and the SG replied that all the 
information may be freely downloaded and used to prepare one’s own graphics.  
President Tim Edwards asked how accurate Members thought the data was and what interest there 
is in having it updated. He said there was some confusion on the use of the new CN codes and asked 
what could be done. A discussion followed, with different opinions, some showing the interest of 
having this information updated from each country, others complaining that it is just bureaucracy, it 
was also stated that some countries are not fulfilling the entire information. 
 
President Tim Edwards suggested we produce a brief statement on how this information should be 
collected in member states and to send it to members, asking them if the information is collected and 
how. After receiving the information from each country, we might assess how reliable it is. 
 
Marc Van Hulle pointed out the importance of data showing the size and importance of a sector, to 
influence politicians, as he did at the European Parliament in the ENA 25th anniversary celebration.  
 
ACTION:  
- To produce a paper on the information and to ask countries about their process to supply the 

information (President and SG) 
 

b. EU Plant Health Regulation (future harmonised Plant Passport, future traceability). 
Marc Van Hulle, Chairman of the WG, introduced this issue highlighting that the Plant Passport format 
is the most important item, as it must contain the traceability information. Maja Persson (SE) made 
available the SCoPAFF (EC Standing Committee on Plants, Animals, Food and Feed - Section Plant 
Health) discussion paper on a common format of plant passports and, in there, the code “C” is the 
traceability code. Marc Van Hulle considered this information a threat to the business confidentiality 
and asked if anybody knew how this will be implemented. Jan-Dieter Bruns warned the added 
difficulty of including all the information if plants move from nursery to nursery in different countries 
at different stages of its life. The Polish delegate mentioned that, in his country, the plants are 
considered their own nursery production after 30 days of being there.  
President Tim Edwards reflected that too many questions are unknown by us, even though they are 
going to decide on Plant Passport format next December 2017 (to be in force in 2019) and he 
suggested to understand how it works and go to the EC.  
 
A small delegation (Marc Van Hulle, Markus Guhl, David Brown, Jan Veltmans) will visit Mr Harry Arijs, 
Plant Health Unit of the EC, to ask about the current situation, the consultation process expected and 
to give him the ENA point of view. 
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Finally, David Brown (UK) proposed to write the EC in regard to the “Plant Health Awareness Strategy”; 
because the Council thinks in a bureaucratic way, we should give them our practical point of view and 
to ask to be consulted and involved.   
 
ACTION:  
- To form a small delegation (Marc Van Hulle, Markus Guhl, David Brown, Jan Veltmans) to meet Mr 

Harry Arijs at the Plant Health Unit to ask for guidelines on how we should lobby, and to propose 
that Plant Passports include as little information as possible.  

- To send a letter to the European Council and to make a sample letter for our members to send to 
their authorities.  

 
c. Xylella fastidiosa.  
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) opened this issue informing the GA that the information on legislative changes 
is not being disclosed by the EC and insisted that it’s very important to distinguish outbreak from 
interception. He also added that most governments are not prepared to pay compensations and there 
are no insurances covering this risk either; besides, it would be impossible to find an insurer looking 
at the total value of all plants that can be affected. Therefore, he suggested to obtain funding with EC 
and the member states. 
 
Luigi Pagliani (IT) identified problems for nurseries in the infected zones: it’s impossible to have 200 
m around the nurseries without any host plants because of other owners and it’s also impossible to 
check everything. Consequently, he insisted on having a 2m barrier around the nursery.  
 
President Tim Edwards reminded that the aim is to prevent Xylella expansion and that scientists should 
say how to do it. SG briefly presented the draft of the changes being under discussion in the EC 
SCoPAFF Plant Health Committee and the proposals received from ENA members.  
 
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) asked if nurseries in the Demarcated Zones should be allowed to sell plants, as 
it is not possible to make all analysis required and, consequently, it would pose a risk. Markus Guhl 
(DE) said that German authorities don’t want to have a less strict legislation since the main issue is to 
stop the spread of the disease. He informed that they are discussing compensations, but he believed 
that there won’t be EU funding and that insurance would be impossible to re-insure. Tim Edwards (UK) 
informed that they are trying to develop a Plant Health management system independently audited 
and, having most nurseries audited, the NFU’s insurance company might be interested, although it 
would be very expensive. Marc Van Hulle added that the problems due to Xf are much bigger than 
those of Fire Blight, and it was not possible to create a fund for Fire Blight. He added that Plant 
Passport is the guarantee and warned that Corsica is asking for extra-certificates that cost money. 
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) complained that eradication is too slow and considered that Corsican laws are 
illegal.  
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President Tim Edwards explained the draft of the letter addressed to the EC and explained that the 
ENA French member agreed with it. Jaume Riera (ES) doubted that the Corsican legislation was legal 
and he was in favour of asking the EC. Luigi Pagliani (IT) explained the situation in Italy, where the 
Buffer Zone had moved about 15 km to the North, but they have also made more than 100.000 tests. 
He revealed that the problem in Puglia were the environmentalists’ protests, supported by the 
regional government and the green parties, against eradication of millennial olive trees. He concluded 
that the finding of two olive tree resistant varieties was positive, and agreed on sending the letter.  
 
Tim Edwards asked about the situation in Spain, as there is a strong suspicion that the Spanish 
authorities are not working enough against Xf and the rumour is that plants in Balearic Islands came 
from Spain, while the mainland Spain didn’t have the problem; the finding that there were infected 
trees already in 2010 generated gossip about the Spanish authorities. Jaume Riera (ES) justified that 
authorities were, logically, not prepared in 2010 to detect Xf before it was discovered in Europe and 
he clearly declared that there are strong controls in mainland Spain to detect the disease, by all means, 
from analysing plant samples to using yellow traps to detect insects and analysing if they are infected. 
He concluded that Spanish authorities were doing their best. 
 
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) complained that each single plant needs to be tested against Xf when exported 
to Turkey and that it takes two weeks in the Netherlands, but only one day in Germany. Markus Guhl 
(DE) explained that this was a claim of a private company. SG recapped that he had sent information 
of devices to make rapid checks against Xf and it was agreed on sharing again the information on those 
devices. Jan Veltmans (NL) insisted that tests must be done officially by NPPOs, which takes 2 weeks.  
 
Marc Van Hulle proposed sending a letter to the EP, but Harm Horlings (NL) opposed. David Brown 
confirmed that the letter supports the EC and he predicted that the EC will be pleased to receive it. 
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) and Harm Horlings (NL) proposed to change the tone of the letter and 
suggested to talk to each country’s delegate in the EC Standing Committee on Plants, Animals, Food 
and Feed - Section Plant Health instead of writing directly to the EC. It was agreed on softening the 
tone of the letter to the EC and that each organisation would influence their SCoPAFF delegates. 
 
Henk Raaijmakers (NL) offered to send information to all, after translation into English, on what to do 
to protect the nurseries. He also asked, regarding the rumours about Spain, Italy and Greece, to share 
the entire information to avoid any misunderstanding. President Tim Edwards also agreed that 
rumours are dangerous and advocated to give the opportunity to explain it. He also informed that UK 
Plant Health authorities gave nurseries a priority list of the most dangerous plants, the high-risk hosts 
of Xf, and it was agreed on sending this list to all.  
 
It was finally agreed to send one letter, lowering its tone, clearly supporting the EC actions, asking if 
the Corsican rules are legal and, if not, asking them to act. It was also agreed on advising ENA members 
to contact the SCoPAFF members from their country. 
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ACTION: 
- To write a letter to the EC in the terms agreed on (SG, President) 
- To contact each country SCoPAFF delegates (ALL) 
 
d. IAS Invasive Alien Species. 
Marc Van Hulle updated the group and recapped that national organisations should be lobbying each 
country´s authorities. Henk Raaijmakers (NL) explained they are lobbying hard and they had also hired 
a lawyer to go against the EC because it is not legal how the EC is currently proceeding. He said that 
he was going to send the information to the SG to be confidentially shared with the group. SG 
reminded the GA the output of the joint letter complaining to the EC. Tim Edwards added that they 
had also been lobbying the UK authorities and he asked ENA members to supply economic 
information. Henk Raaijmakers (NL) advocated to put pressure on avoiding the species already 
stablished in the EU, being listed as IAS of European Concern. Marc Van Hulle encouraged nurseries 
to be responsible and look for alternatives to IAS. Markus Guhl (DE) suggested to send a letter to the 
MEP Karl-Heinz Florenz.  
 
ACTION: 

- To share with the group the Dutch legal document against the EC (SG) 
- To write MEP Karl-Heinz Florenz 
- To contact a few members to prepare the letter and to inform next GA (SG, President).  

 
e. Plant Protection Products. 
Marc Van Hulle explained that we had Dr Bruno Gobin, chairman of the Commodity Expert Group 
ORNAMENTALS in the EU Minor Uses Coordination Facility, in the last Secretaries Meeting. The output 
of that meeting was that they are coordinating trials and sharing the information and that registration 
of PPP is a national issue because it is made under national legislation and at the national level. Miet 
Poppe (BE) explained the work of the coordination facility and insisted on sharing information as the 
main necessity.  
 
Mateusz Milczyński (PL) said that PPP authorities and Plant Health authorities are not in close contact. 
Luigi Pagliani (IT) supported this idea that it is not possible to have healthy plants, as required by law, 
without PPP. Henning Roed (DK) pointed out that customers want perfect healthy plants with less PPP 
and suggested to collect and share all the information. 
 
It was concluded, after discussions, that in each Member State there is a Minor Uses Facility, that PPP 
registration falls under Member States legislation and that there is an official EU Minor Uses Facility 
to coordinate this. President Tim Edwards closed this issue as there is no role for ENA.  

 
f. EU Fertilizers Draft Regulation. 
SG summarized that most Committees of the European Parliament approved the amendments to the 
Regulation that remove the 24-month biodegradability requirement for coating agents of Controlled 
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Release Fertilisers and require the EC to create a biodegradation standard and test method for CRF, 
having a 5-year term after the approval to implement it. He explained that the Fertilisers industry 
would be happy with this output but there are still two more bodies to review it, the Commission and 
the Council. It was agreed to write a letter to ENA members explaining the completed job, 
summarising the situation and asking them to lobby their representatives in the Council and the 
Commission, including instructions of what to say. 
 
ACTION: 

- To update ENA members with the current situation (SG) 
- To send ENA members a sample letter with the proposal to defend (SG) 
- To lobby each country members in the committees of the European Council and European 

Commission dealing with this regulation (ALL) 
 
To conclude, President Tim Edwards thanked Marc Van Hulle for the coordination of so many issues in 
the Legislation Working Group.  
 
13. Next meetings: 

a. Date and Place of the next Secretaries meeting. 
The secretaries usually meet in November or early December, in the last secretaries meeting they saw 
the opportunity to meet at Flormart in Padova (Italy), where many will attend. It was agreed to hold 
an informal meeting there and a formal meeting in November-December.  
 
ACTION:  

- To ask ENA members which secretaries are going to be at Flormart (SG).  
- To organise the ENA informal meeting in Padova, to be held after the International Forum 

(1,5 hours) (SG).   
 

b. Winter General Assembly meeting (IPM Essen, Thursday 25-01-2018). 
The proposed date to have the GA meeting was agreed on and, also, on having the reception the 
previous evening. Vice-president Jan-Dieter Bruns volunteered to ask for a free meeting room at IPM. 
President Tim Edwards thanked BdB for organising the reception. 
 
ACTION:  

- To book the meeting room (BdB, SG) 
 

c. Summer 2018 General Assembly meeting. 
Tim Edwards confirmed that United Kingdom will host the summer meeting in 2018 and added that 
the location might be in the vicinity of HTA new offices, south of London.  
Stanislav Dontsov (UA) reminded everyone of the offer his organisation previously made to host the 
2019 summer meeting in Ukraine, and Luigi Pagliani (IT) also offered to host the meeting in Bologna 
(Italy) in 2019 at the international horticultural exhibition. It was agreed on making the decision at the 
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next GA meeting. Harm Horlings (NL) offered to host the ENA summer meeting in 2022 in the 
Netherlands, at Floriade. 
 
ACTION:  

- To prepare the summer meeting proposal for the next GA meeting (UK, SG) 
 
14. State of industry. 

The summary table was shown on the screen and the delegates from each country added:  
FI: around 3 weeks late spring, slow start in May instead of April. They are still delivering plants in 
June, and this adds extra costs to move plants. Basically, the landscaping is increasing. In Garden 
Centres, late deliveries, a total disaster because night frosts in April and May, and also perennials 
suffered a lot. By the end of May they were 25-30% behind last year and in June recovering a little, 
but still behind. 
NL: problems with roses and very big trees (from 35-40), the rest of the markets going slowly positive. 
They also reported that the great increase of production was due to the dramatic reduction in the 
previous year. 
IT: increasing exports, not so good the internal garden centre market, no new plants are being planted 
in gardens, but they are optimist for next season and prices are going up. Some plants like Photinia or 
others were sold out, and they expect increasing prices. 
SE: had late winter, problem for GC but good for landscapers. Production had problems with later 
frosts in May. 
PT: they had different opinions, some nurseries going better and some worse. Morocco is increasing. 
They don’t have a common opinion in the country. 
UA: a quite small market but the market is going up and the cities are starting new parks and 
infrastructure. They expect quite a significant growth especially for bare root trees and shrubs and 
they are looking for new EU suppliers from central Europe. Low exports go to the neighbouring 
countries. 
HU: short and dry autumn and long winter; spring sales were not really good, and went 2 months later. 
With elections next year they expect a good influence on the landscape market. Export: they don’t 
expect an increase and there is a lot of concurrence.  
BG: they faced very strong frosts. Spring was earlier with a good start and even better than last year, 
increasing internal market. Because next year they will have the EU presidency there are some 
projects going on, increasing sales. 
DK: Abies nordmanniana prices went down, and also for other trees. Winter market was good and 
they expect to increase. GC markets is challenged by the Supermarkets, that are selling plants too. 
Therefore, nurseries must have other ways. 
DE: difficult to say, there are differences among nurseries. prices have been pressured down to a limit 
and still there are nurseries disappearing and reducing production. Demand was bad and they should 
rise prices, but landscape demand is not enough. On the other hand, landscapers and GC are doing 
good business, so problem might be overproduction. There is a good demand but nurseries are not 
confident to rise prices.  
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UK: good sales, but some GC retailers went down, amenity market reported strong sales. Imports 
where increasing on value, due to exchange rate.  
ES: season was good, the market was ok, the weather was good on weekends for GC, and sales started 
early. Cities are working and having demand. There is a shortage on certain products. Many nurseries 
were lost or reducing production. Profits is something to take in account, not only turnover. 
BE: optimism, in the retail market, container nurseries increasing turnover with same production. 
Amenity market was ok, economy was better and new plantings were expected. Conifers were 
increasing in the market. Export was ok except to France, that is not that important now, because it’s 
still in a depression. They hope to improve in France with the new President. Labour force was asking 
for a rise, after 5-6 years without demand, forecasting increased costs.  
PL: the weather was a problem, early spring but in April there was snow and frost that damaged and 
rain so GC didn’t make business and they have problems now. May good, similar to last year. Also 
production problems, because of the weather, increasing labour costs. Lack of workers. Landscapers 
are happy with the season, especially in May and June. But there is no money for new investments on 
green areas in cities. Exports were quite good. 

 
Finally, Jyri Uimonen (FI) made a presentation of the Finnish nursery stock sector. 20 years ago, there 
was twice the current surface but now they are more productive and producing the same number of 
plants. Prices are going up and labour costs are rising too. Most country business is based on their 
own country production. The Finnish Association works to find new plants and varieties, cooperating 
with many cities to find out what is working for them, although it is a long term (10-30 years) task. 
They need hardy winter nursery stock (-40 ºC resistant).  
 
ACTION: 

- To send out the presentation of the nursery stock sector in Finland. (SG) 
 

15. Press release. 
It was agreed on letting the President and the SG to decide what to publish.  

 
16. AOB (any other business). 

The discussion of the future of the ENA and to increase the budget to achieve more was opened and 
left on the table for future meetings. 


